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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Lakemba Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Jann Price

Principal

School contact details

Lakemba Public School
Alice St
Lakemba, 2195
www.lakemba-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
lakemba-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9759 8079

Message from the Principal

2018 has been another successful year of nurturing, teaching, learning and fun at Lakemba Public School. It was the first
year of the current three year school plan which was established following consultation with the community, staff and
students.

Our new plan has been developed with a continued focus on our core business of Literacy and Numeracy coupled with
our strong practices to support our student's social and emotional wellbeing. We know that curriculum, programming,
rigorous and continued professional development for teachers makes the most impact on student outcomes as long as
they are supported socially and emotionally.

The school values of respect, cooperation and responsibility have remained central to all work undertaken at all levels
within the school and community. Quality teaching and learning for the future and quality relationships underpin our
school motto of Excellence in Practice.

Throughout 2018 the school has continued to implement teaching and learning programs and extra curricula experiences
to enable our students to develop the skills they will need to live fulling, productive and responsible lives in a fast paced,
technological global world of the future.

Our partnership with the community continued to develop throughout the year. Our P&C met regularly throughout the
year and our Friday Parents @Lakemba forums have attracted community members keen to understand more about
their school and learning in general. We value the positive partnership we share with our culturally diverse and
harmonious community.

As a means of strengthening our community and our professional practice, Lakemba Public School collaborates with
local primary and high schools. The collaboration between leadership teams, staff and students continued and grew
during 2018 and we look forward to developing the collaboration further over the coming years.

I am proud of our community, students and staff who work tirelessly to ensure that the young people in our care are
provided with the best opportunities and experiences to lead successful and engaging lives.

Jann Price
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Message from the school community

The P&C at Lakemba Public school was established to promote the interest of the school by bringing parents, community
members, students and school staff into close cooperation. It also promotes the recreation and welfare of our children by
meeting to discuss relevant issues either raised by the P&C or by the school at meetings on the 3rd Friday of each
month during term.

We act as a forum to share information to benefit the school community by giving our time through working on
committees, volunteering at events and representing the parents on school committees and panels.

2018 has been a very busy and rewarding year for the P&C. Many enjoyable and successful events have been run this
year with the continuing aim of fostering a sense of community within the school while raising funds to support the school
progress toward their Strategic Directions. One of the first and special events of 2018 was a welcome to our new Kindy
families while sharing a delicious morning tea. Through the efforts of dedicated parents, carers, school staff and the
Principal, the P&C ran many other successful events during the year including a fabulous community Eid morning tea
and a guessing competition full of prizes for the community.

In 2018 the P&C was successful in obtaining a Community Building Partnership Grant for $15000 and a $4400 grant for
healthy eating program. Considerable work is required to identify suitable grants. While we are not always successful in
obtaining the grants we apply for we will continue to target suitable grants by making the best use of the volunteer
resources we have.

We would like to thank Mrs Price for her unwavering support and everyone who assisted us to support our school in
2018. We extend our thanks to everyone who has helped at the school either as a class parent, a classroom helper, a
volunteer at an event or attending a P&C meeting. Thank you for supporting your child's school. Special
acknowledgement must go to the dedicated teachers who continue to provide our children with such wonderful
opportunities.

2018 P&C Committee

Message from the students

As the 2018 Student Leadership team, we believe that our school values of Respect, Responsibility and Cooperation are
strongly reflected in our multicultural community.

2018 has been a wonderful year for the students at Lakemba Public School. There were many exciting events and
activities that took place throughout the year across the school from Kindergarten to Year 6. .During the year, Lakemba
Public School continued to provide students with opportunities to participate in a wide range of activities outside the
classroom such as dance, drumming, choir, gala days art group, Kids 4 the Planet and debating. These extra–curricular
activities have allowed us to make a significant contribution to the school and local community.

As the Senior Student Leaders we have been able to develop our confidence to be positive role models within our
school. We have thoroughly enjoyed our roles and responsibilities such as preparing and hosting school assemblies and
other special events with the Stage 2 students. Some of these special events have included the ANZAC Day ceremony,
Harmony Day as well as Potato Hill Gallery.

All the Stage 3 students in 2018 were given the opportunity to participate in training to develop their leadership skills and
enable them to become active members of the school community. Year 5 and 6 students became Playground PALs and
worked collaboratively as leaders of the school, to encourage and create a safe, friendly and happy environment for
other students during lunch times.

One of the highlights of 2018 for Stage 3 was the OzHarvest Food Education and Sustainability Training (FEAST)
program that we participated in during Term 2. The aim of the program was to develop our understanding of food waste,
food waste prevention and healthy eating. We put together our very own 'School Family Cookbook' to educate others
about healthy eating and preventing food waste.

It has been an honour representing our Lakemba Public School which has continued to be a safe and supportive
learning environment that focuses on our needs as students. We are grateful for all the opportunities that have been
presented to us. We wish everyone all the best in 2019.

2018 Senior Student Leaders
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School background

School vision statement

Lakemba Public School aims to develop the whole student by working with the community to provide a varied,
contemporary and comprehensive curriculum. Improved educational outcomes for all students will position them to live
fulfilling, productive and responsible lives in a fast paced, technological global world of the future.

The school will provide a safe and supportive learning environment in which the school values of respect, cooperation
and responsibility are central to the development of resilient, empathetic, accepting and inclusive individuals. Quality
teaching and quality relationships will underpin Excellence in Practice.

School context

Lakemba Public School has an enrolment 490 students which has grown from 376 in 2010. The school caters for
students from a diverse range of cultural backgrounds. 98% of our students come from backgrounds other than English.
The predominant language backgrounds are Bengali, Urdu, Arabic, Pashto, Hindi, Indonesian and Rohingya.

Lakemba's FOEI of 93 (2018) indicates that our community is highly educated, values learning and has high
expectations for the academic success of their children.  The majority of our community however does not or is unable to
work in their field of expertise. In many instances this results in lower economic standards.

The staff of Lakemba Public School is a cohesive and dedicated team of both experienced and beginning teachers who
work collaboratively towards a shared vision of providing quality, differentiated teaching and learning programs to
improve learning outcomes for all students. Future focused learning and student engagement through quality teaching
and assessment for learning strategies are priorities.

The school welfare system is built on respect, cooperation and responsibility.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Learning

In the domain of Learning the 2018 – 2020 Lakemba Public School Plan has continued its focus on wellbeing. Our third
Strategic Direction – Quality Relationships – programs to support student relationships and wellbeing have been
implemented. The whole school positive education Bounce Back and Mindfulness programs have provided strong
platforms for discussion and learning about wellbeing, resilience and social –emotional learning. The impact of the
programs is measured regularly through surveys. Students are able to name two adults in the school who know them
and believe that they will be successful. The Wellbeing team meets regularly to monitor data and develop classroom
programs and events.

On two occasions during 2018 Lakemba Public School staff combined with the Belmore South, Belmore North,
McCallums Hill and Birrong Public Schools to engage in professional learning with Dr Adam Fraser.. Dr Fraser is a
researcher who assists people and teams to achieve better performance paying particular attention to the wellbeing of
the team members.

The school organises weekly parent forums as an opportunity to engage and support the community. Topics during the
year included NAPLAN, bullying, Bounce Back, Positive Behaviour for Learning, cyber safety and positive relationships.
The forums were conducted by both staff members and outside agencies.

The 2018 – 2020 School Plan has a renewed focus on Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting. Teachers know that
syllabus and dynamic and differentiated programming are essential to improved student outcomes. They have reflected
and renewed their focus in these areas. Staff undertook a review of school documents and procedures and as a result
developed a scope and sequence for each Key Learning Area that met the requirements of the Department of Education
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and the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) and provides equitable academic opportunities for all students.

The review of the whole school behaviour procedures has been undertaken and the development of the evidence based
Positive Behaviour for Learning program is in progress. The refined system is due to be released and implemented in
2019.

A review of Assessment and Reporting is a priority for 2019 and beyond.

Teaching

In the domain of teaching in 2018, Lakemba Public School addressed all three of its Strategic Directions. All teachers
planned teaching and learning programs collaboratively and continued to use student progress and achievement data to
inform their lesson planning. Stage 2 and Stage 3 teachers devised and used a whole Stage online data wall to record
student learning. Early Stage 1 and Stage 1 teachers used the Department of Education's online platform Assessing
Literacy and Numeracy (ALAN).

Researchers such as John Hattie have proven that teachers have the greatest impact on student learning. Ken Robinson
believes that 'if we create a culture where every teacher believes they need to improve, not because they are not good
enough but because they can be even better, there is no limit to what we can achieve.' High expectations of all members
of the Lakemba Public School community mean that effective classroom practice in the form of differentiated lesson
planning, improvement of practice, collaboration and feedback have been a focus of discussions and professional
learning. As a result of the introduction of national accreditation of all teachers at the beginning of 2018 developing staff
knowledge and understanding of the processes and procedures at both a national and school level has been a focus.

Towards the end of 2018 the Leadership Team, in conjunction with the community and Belmore South Public School,
made the decision to employ an Assistant Principal Instructional Leader Performance and Development (ILPD). The role
will involve developing and implementing effective structures for Performance and Development of all staff including
non–teaching staff. Additionally the ILPD will be involved in developing staff skills in programming, data literacy and
analysis to support responsive teaching and learning. The position will be shared across Lakemba Public School and
Belmore South Public School.

The development and expansion of teachers' data use and skill will be a high priority in 2019.

Leading

During 2018 Lakemba Public School's Quality Teaching Successful Students (QTSS) entitlement was used to support
staff in their professional practice and reflection. The leadership team worked side by side with staff in their classrooms,
observing classroom practice, demonstrating teaching strategies and providing feedback. Teachers were provided with
opportunities to observe the practice of others and have been supported to implement new programs. Staff have made
clear connections to the School Plan and the School Excellence Framework and all professional learning and activities
are linked to these areas. Strategic Direction Teams meet regularly to plan and review milestones and directions.

The school is well resourced in regard to technology. Each Stage in the school is equipped with enough netbooks and
iPads to ensure that the integration of technology into daily classroom practice is easily facilitated. Many classrooms are
arranged to allow for the flexible use of learning spaces.

The installation of synthetic grass on the playground at the Alice Street entrance to the school during the year has had a
positive impact on the physical environment of the school. A number of areas within the school have been refurbished to
provide a more inviting learning environment for our students and community. Security has been upgraded with the
installation of an electronic vehicle gate.

The School as a Community Centre (SaCC) has continued to work with the wider Lakemba community throughout 2019.
It offers a number of playgroups for children not yet at school as well as focused parenting workshops for our diverse
cultural community. Even though the SaCC focuses on families and children from nought to eight years of age, a
homework club for refugee students has run effectively through the SaCC this year. The club was supported by staff
members from the school.

The school organises and facilitates weekly forums for parents. The forums share information about the school and its
programs as well address topics of interest to parents e.g. Bullying, Bounce Back and Public Speaking. Other parent
forums have offered art for parents, games and boot camp.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Quality Teaching and Learning

Purpose

To achieve improved earning outcomes for every student through the provision of quality teaching and learning
environments that promote deep understanding and connectedness.

Overall summary of progress

Literacy and Numeracy

At the beginning of 2018, school leaders were involved in professional learning facilitated by the Department of
Education to develop their knowledge and understanding of the Literacy and Numeracy Progressions. All staff were
exposed to the Department's online sessions related to the Literacy and Numeracy Progressions. Leaders also attended
additional professional learning which resulted in them sharing additional resources and information with their teams.

Early Stage 1 teachers assessed and recorded data for all students in Literacy and Numeracy via the Best Start
assessment in the first few weeks of school. Stage 1 teachers assessed and recorded data for five to seven students on
a select range of elements. All Stage 2 and Stage 3 teachers concentrated on learning and applying the Numeracy
Progressions to guide their understanding of the students and develop responsive teaching and learning programs. They
are yet to focus fully on the Literacy Progressions.

Throughout the year, we have aimed to use a regular and systematic collection of data. By analysing and interpreting this
data, to inform teaching and learning practices from Kindergarten to Year 6, teachers have begun to create more
differentiated and dynamic teaching and learning programs. The Learning Progressions have assisted them to gauge
student achievement and plan where to next for each student.

A Culture of Data

Assessment, both formative and summative, occurs in classrooms daily and provides essential data that enables
teachers to inform their teaching and learning programs to address the learning needs of all their students. During 2018
each Stage of the school has assessed and recorded the outcome of their assessments either on a Stage basis or an
individual classroom level. The data collected has been used in a variety of ways either across the whole school, a Stage
and in individual classrooms. Our regular and systematic data practices include the successful administration of Best
Start 2018 and the conducting an additional 'Wellbeing Interview' along with academic progress interviews in Terms 2
and 3 where there was an average 85% attendance rate. Regular Stage Data meetings held in Weeks 4 and 9 every
term enabled teachers to discuss the student progress.

At the beginning of Term 2 the staff developed a document that outlined protocols for the completion of student reports.
To assist with accuracy all staff members shared their reports with a colleague prior to submitting them to their team
leader.

The current School Plan realises the need for a consistent approach to assessment including all steps of the process –
the collection, collation, analysis and interpretation of the data collected. In 2019 the school will focus on reviewing
assessment practices throughout the school with the aim of developing a whole school approach. This will include the
development of a visible representation of student growth and achievement in Literacy and Numeracy.

Towards the end of 2018 each staff member completed a specifically designed survey to ascertain their level of
knowledge, understanding and confidence in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data. This information will be
used to address staff needs and develop and organise professional learning in the future.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Establishment of a consistent and
sustainable whole school process
that aligns the Syllabus and
Literacy Learning Progressions.

Teacher Professional
Learning Funding

Early Stage 1 completed the new Best Start for
each student in the first five weeks of school.
Literacy data was entered into PLAN 2. Teachers
updated this data throughout the year.

Classroom teachers in Stage 1 focused on the
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Establishment of a consistent and
sustainable whole school process
that aligns the Syllabus and
Literacy Learning Progressions.

elements of Understanding Texts, Phonological
Awareness, Phonic Knowledge and Word
Recognition and Creating Texts. They assessed
and entered data into PLAN 2 for five to seven
students in their class.

Literacy Progressions and are yet to be a focus on
in Stage 2 and 3.

Establishment of a consistent and
sustainable whole school process
that aligns the Syllabus and
Numeracy Learning
Progressions.

Teacher Professional
Learning Funding

Early Stage 1 completed the new Best Start for
each student in the first five weeks of school.
Numeracy data was entered into PLAN 2. Teachers
updated this data throughout the year.

Classroom teachers in Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage
3 focused on the elements of Quantifying Numbers,
Additive Strategies and Number Sense and
Algebraic Thinking. They assessed and entered
data into PLAN 2 for five to seven students in their
class.

During 2018 each Stage continued to collect
student assessment data. Stage 2 and 3 teachers
did this electronically on a shared document that
provided them with a basis for discussion and
consistency of  teacher judgement.

Assessment will be a priority and focus of 2019.

A whole school approach to
assessment.

Quality Teaching
Successful Students
(QTSS) Funding

Beginning Teacher Funding

Additional Parent Teacher interview related to
students' social and emotional learning was
conducted in Term 1.

To support staff in writing Semester reports a
Report Protocol document for staff use was
produced.

All staff members checked another colleague's
reports prior to them being submitted to Team
Leaders. Team Leaders reported an improvement
in the quality of reports,

Discussions focused on assessment processes and
procedures were conducted in preparation for a
strong focus on assessment in  2019.

Visible representation of student
achievement and growth in
Literacy and Numeracy.

Professional Learning
Funding

Quality Teaching
Successful Students
(QTSS) Funding

Prior to the development of a visual representation
of student growth and achievement in Literacy and
Numeracy, the school will focus on reviewing
assessment practices throughout the school. The
review will evaluate assessment schedules, use of
data collected and the actual assessment tasks to
ensure that they are authentic and rich and allow all
students to demonstrate their learning.

The ILPD will be instrumental in driving this review
and the discussions involved.
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Next Steps

 • All Stages will increase their use of the Literacy and Numeracy Progressions to gauge their students' abilities and
guide their planning of the next steps in each student's learning.

 • The Instructional Leader Performance and Development (ILPD) will refine and develop processes and procedures
to enable all staff to focus on their growth as teachers.

 • The use of syllabus as the basis of programming for teaching and learning will be a focus for 2019. This will be
closely aligned with professional learning aimed at developing teachers' data use and skills to ascertain and use
purposeful data in programming.

 • The staff will undertake a review of assessment processes and tasks to ensure that every student can show
accurate evidence of their learning.
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Strategic Direction 2

Learning for the Future

Purpose

To provide opportunities for quality programs that enrich and empower our whole school community with a contemporary
skillset to support them to be successful learners.

Overall summary of progress

Contemporary Teaching and Learning

The focus of this process is the authentic embedding and integration of contemporary teaching and learning strategies
and resources into every teacher's classroom practice and programs. This has involved surveying the staff to gauge their
understanding of 'Future Focused Learning' to establish a baseline for planning and learning.

Following the work undertaken in 2017 in collaboration with the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) some Stages
have continued using the principles learnt and continued to integrate the concept of Science, Technology, Engineering,
Art and Mathematics (STEAM) and Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) into their teaching and
learning programs.

During 2018 staff spent time familiarising themselves with and developing confidence and knowledge in the 2017
Science and Digital Technologies syllabus that is scheduled to be implemented in 2019. During the year staff members
representing all learning Stages of the school were involved in professional learning provided off site by the Department
of Education. These staff members organised and provided learning for the whole staff about the 2017 Science and
Digital Technology syllabus. This learning involved input from Curriculum Advisors and will continue to be a focus in 2019
as the syllabus is implemented.

During the year the Learning for the Future Strategic Direction team extended their learning and understanding by
attending a lecture by Thom Markham, an internationally–respected expert on project based learning, 21st century skills,
innovation, and high performance cultures. The information and discussion following this will impact on the programs
developed and implemented in the future.

Lakemba Learners

Staff, students and the community were surveyed regarding the skillset they consider our students will need to live
fulfilling, productive and responsible lives in the fast paced, technological global world that they are going to be working
and living in.

A survey of students, staff and community was conducted to collect baseline data about the specific qualities our
learners would need to ensure future student success. This data will be used to plan and develop integrated teaching
and learning experiences that foster active, engaged and successful lifelong learners and leaders.

Research supports the idea that student learning is significantly impacted by parent
and carer understanding and knowledge. Staff have begun to research strategies that will support the community to
understand and develop the contemporary skills their children will need. They will use this research to plan and facilitate
community engagement and learning.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Teaching and learning programs
reflect shift in teacher pedagogy.

Professional Learning
Funding

Quality Teaching
Successful Students
(QTSS) Funding

Targeted focus on the links between the School
Plan, Performance and Development Plans (PDP),
the School Excellence Framework (SEF) and the
Professional Teaching Standards.

All Stages collaborate to develop Learning Maps.
This is done in conjunction with Belmore South
Public School.

All teaching staff undertook focused Professional
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Teaching and learning programs
reflect shift in teacher pedagogy.

Learning to ensure that all Stage and class
timetables and scope and sequences were
compliant.

The Leadership Team undertook further training in
compliance to ensure their understanding of
compliant timetables and scope and sequences.

The development of a Programming Guidelines and
proformas was initiated.

Teachers researched and discussed programming
with the aim of designing a scaffold to assist in the
development of compliant programs.

A programming scaffold was developed and trialled.

In Terms 1, 2 and 3 all Stage teams and the
Specialist team were provided with time to reflect
on their practice,  collaborate and plan for the
upcoming term.

Staff were surveyed as to the skills needed for
students to be successful in the future. Results
were collated in preparation for the development of
a whole school program and focus.

Staff shared Maths programs across Stages.

The great majority of teachers program
collaboratively online. Programs demonstrate the
incorporation of STEM and STEAM, SOLE and
inquiry based learning into programs.

Students can self and peer
evaluate and reflect on the way
they learn.

Professional Learning
Funding

Students have continued to reflect on the way they
are learning through the use of the 5 questions,
learning intentions and success criteria.
Additionally, some students have identified the
importance of being a reflective learner in order to
improve their knowledge and understanding in a
specific area.

A growth mindset has been the focus of all
classrooms and learning.

Increased number of teachers
using contemporary teaching and
learning strategies in their
program.

Beginning Teacher Funding

Professional Learning
Funding

Stage teams are using the Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mechanics (STEM), Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics
(STEAM) as a framework to plan their units of work.

Stage 2 and 3 teachers used SOLE strategies to
develop students' critical thinking skills

The majority of teachers embed technology into
their classrooms as a tool to support and extend
students' learning.

Growth in student, teacher and
parent understanding of qualities
needed for future success.

Professional Learning
Funding

Survey of student, teacher and parent
understanding of the capabilities and skills
successful students will need in the future.

Parent forum to explain the 6C's of learning for the
future.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Growth in student, teacher and
parent understanding of qualities
needed for future success.

Strategic Direction team planning for professional
learning for staff to ensure that there is a common
understanding of the qualities.

Next Steps

Contemporary Teaching and Learning
 • Development and implementation of authentic, integrated and contemporary teaching and learning experiences in

all KLA's.
 • Research and observation of schools who have successfully implement integrated contemporary practice into their

classrooms and environments.
 • Continued development of staff, student and community understanding of design thinking which is then embedded

in high quality and authentic learning experiences.
 • Focus on the development of staff understanding, confidence and use of the Digital Technologies area of the new

Science and Technology syllabus so that they can embed the technologies authentically into their programs.
 • The authentic use of an inquiry process framework into all planning and development of teaching and learning

programs.

Lakemba Learners
 • Finalisation of the qualities successful, lifelong learners need.
 • Development of agreed definitions of chosen Learner Qualities..
 • Development and display of posters that outline the qualities of Lakemba Learners.
 • Development of teaching and learning programs that specifically embed and refer to the qualities of Lakemba

Learners.
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Strategic Direction 3

Quality Relationships

Purpose

To develop quality, authentic and positive relationships by providing opportunities for the students, staff, parents and
carers, community of schools and community partners to connect, succeed and flourish.

Overall summary of progress

Quality Relationships

Students

Lakemba Public School has maintained its focus on Wellbeing in the 2018 – 2020 School Plan. We know and believe
that no significant learning occurs without a significant relationship (James Cromer, 1995) and take deliberate steps to
ensure that the wellbeing of all members of our learning community is considered when making decisions. Quality
Relationships underpin the wellbeing of all stakeholders in the school community.

Parents, teachers and students were surveyed as to what quality relationships feel like, look like and sound like using a Y
chart. Surveys were analysed and a school based definition of quality relationships was established as a result.

The Wellbeing Team developed parent, student and teacher surveys to gauge each groups understanding of wellbeing.
The results were collated and used to establish a statement that defines and explains Lakemba Public School's
understanding of wellbeing was established.

The 2017 student Bounce Back questionnaires were analysed and feedback was provided to the staff during a whole
school meeting. To facilitate easier analysis in the future 2018 student questionnaires were completed online. During the
year the Wellbeing Team developed a draft whole school Bounce Back scope and sequence. Stage Bounce Back
programs were reviewed. This has provided the basis of the rewriting to match the whole school scope and sequence.
This will form the basis of lessons designed to implement the Bounce Back program throughout the school.

During 2018 the MindUp program that was introduced in 2016 was also reviewed. The results of this review will form the
basis of a Lakemba Public School K–6 programs.

The Lantern Club presented schools in the Beverly Hills and Canterbury Networks with the Social and Emotional
program called Worry Woos. This program, designed for students in K –2, will be aligned and integrated with the K – 2
Bounce Back unit of work on 'Feelings' in 2019.

Hexagonal mapping showing links between wellbeing programs and quality relationships was developed by the
Wellbeing Team. Links were also made between wellbeing programs that are underpinned by quality relationships and
the 2018 Personal Development, Health and Physical Education syllabus.

Staff

On two occasions during 2018 the staff from Lakemba Public school combined with their colleagues from Belmore North,
Belmore South, McCallums Hill and Birrong Public Schools to develop a deeper knowledge and understand of their
wellbeing from Dr Adam Fraser. Dr Fraser shared strategies that all members of the school staff could use to enhance
their wellbeing. On another occasion Kate Christie, from Time Stylers, was employed to share strategies and examples
of ways to manage time, both in their personal and school lives.

As a means of facilitating the School Plan process of supporting and mentoring, the executive team was involved in a
two day Growth Coaching training. The strategies learnt have been used by the team to mentor and coach staff as part
of the Professional Development Plans.

In preparation for future mentoring and coaching, the Leadership Team undertook formal professional learning in Growth
Coaching.

Community

Relationships with the community were supported and enhanced in a number of ways throughout 2018. Monthly P&C
meetings and weekly parent forums provided the community with information about the school, their child's education
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and general topics of interest. The forums also provided a platform for the community to provide feedback and ask
questions. In a number of instances the forums were deliberately focused on eliciting community input into school
programs such as the school discipline matrix and wellbeing. On three occasions the local Police Youth Liaison Officer
visited and spoke to the parents. On other occasions experts outside the Department of Education were organised to
speak and share with the community.

The community was welcomed into the school to celebrate special events throughout the year. These included Harmony
Day, Eid morning tea, Mother's and Father's Day, White Ribbon Morning Tea and Parent Helpers Morning Tea. The

The Department of Education's Wellbeing Framework – Connect, Succeed and Flourish – is displayed in the school. It is
a dynamic display that incorporates examples of student, staff and parent connections and interactions.

Positive Behaviour for Learning

The overall aim of the Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL) team is to create a clear and consistent behaviour
management process that staff, students and community can implement successfully. In 2018 the PBL team attended
several days of Department of Education Professional Learning which allowed the team to develop a clear direction and
goals to enable them to determine and set goals for the implementation of PBL at Lakemba Public School. The team
conducted surveys to gauge current behaviour practices and how they could be modified and improved to ensure
effective and consistent practices across the school. They also consulted with staff, students and the community to refine
the current school behaviour matrix. As a result of consultation minor modifications were made to the matrix and signage
was designed and installed around the school. These included arrows on the stairs and lines at the canteen.

Throughout 2018 the team met regularly to discuss and plan where to next in the implementation of PBL at Lakemba..
They had several meetings with the Principal and PBL coach to discuss and refine possible strategies and ideas.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

A whole school positive
behaviour for learning system
designed for the classroom and
playground that results in
improved behaviour outcomes
measured and refined according
to data collected from a variety of
sources.

Professional Learning
Funding

Professional Learning was undertaken by chosen
PBL team.

Parent meeting to explain PBL was conducted.

Surveys were conducted and analysed e.g. overall
behaviour, staff and student awareness of
playground rules Collection and analysed data
collected eg. overall behaviour, playground rules
and awareness of both staff and students,
understanding of and recording of red and orange
cards, effectiveness of temporary signage around
the school etc

PBL team trialled temporary signage in specific
areas.

Parent forums to allow input from parents to the
matrix were conducted.

Staff meeting outlining PBL research, purpose and
evidence and facilitated input to the school matrix.

Whole school implementation of
wellbeing programs that are
underpinned by positive
relationships.

Quality Teaching
Successful Students
(QTSS) Funding

Bounce Back surveys were facilitated and data
analysed to gauge impact and future directions and
focuses of the Bounce Back program.

Students responses were monitored and action
taken for students whose responses varied from
previous surveys.

Development of online surveys to facilitate easier
collation and analysis of data.

A scope and sequence of the Bounce Back
program was begun.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Visible parent involvement in the
school and classroom.

Weekly Parent Forums are held. Topics related to
education, the school, child development and
broader topics of interest are covered.

Each Semester an after school event was held for
the community i.e. L3 and Healthy Lifestyles. These
events were well attended and feedback was very
positive.

Wellbeing Parent Interview (Term 1) and additional
Parent Teacher interview (Term 2) held. The overall
attendance rate was 85%.Parents involved in whole
school and classroom activities including Harmony
Day, Mother's and Father's Day, Eid morning tea.

Potato Hill Gallery, our biannual art exhibition, was
held. The community produced an artwork that was
exhibited.

Provision of programs focused on community needs
such as Positive Parenting and English classes
through the School as a Community Centre
(SaCC).

Next Steps

Quality Relationships

Student
 • Completion of whole school Bounce Back Scope and Sequence that incorporates the MindUp program and Worry

Woos.
 • Production of lesson outlines and plans that align with the whole school Scope and Sequence.
 • Continued completion and analysis of Bounce Back surveys of students and staff.

Staff
 • Employment of an Instructional Leader Performance and Development across Lakemba and Belmore South Public

Schools to support staff in developing and focusing on personal goals and areas for development in the
Professional Development Plan process.

 • Support for staff to develop their data use skills and abilities to ensure that they are able to analyse student data
effectively and confidently.

 • Empowering all staff to be leaders of learning and change through the development of working parties to support
school directions.

 • Development of partnerships with Belmore South Public School staff to assist in the growth of leadership of all staff
members.

Community
 • Continuation of weekly Parent Forums that includes input from parents and the community.
 • A continued focus on the inclusion and engagement of all members of the community.

Positive Behaviour for Learning
 • Linking playground and classroom behaviour by using red and orange cards in both
 • Signage aligned with the updated school matrix displayed around the school.
 • Trial of PBL practices in a variety of classrooms to collect data base and feedback from both students and

teachers prior to full implementation during 2019.
 • Finalisation, launch and review of Lakemba's Positive Behaviour for Learning system.
 • Development of a whole school PBL Scope and Sequence and lesson plans for use in all classrooms.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

English language proficiency Staffing allocation 3.8 FTE

Flexible Funding $42 900

Students are supported by the EAL/D
teachers (3.8FTE) in Literacy. Teachers
develop students' oracy as well as reading
and writing skills. EAL/D teachers support
students' acquisition of English in a
combination of withdrawal, whole classroom
and resource development.

To support all students throughout the school
the school, in consultation with the
community, funded an additional 0.2 FTE.
This allowed each Stage in the school to be
supported by a trained EAL/D teacher every
day of the week.

Flexible funding was used to employ Student
Learning Support Officers (SLSO) to support
student learning in the classroom.

Low level adjustment for disability Staffing allocation 1.4 FTE

Flexible Funding $81 474

Funding included teacher allocation to
support school–based programs and
interventions (1.4 FTE). The LaST continued
to refine practices to improve student
outcomes throughout the school. SLSO, LaST
and classroom teachers developed,
implemented and refined individual learning
plans for students with additional needs.

Flexible funding was used to employ SLSO's
to implement individual programs with
students identified by the LaST to support
student learning. A combination of individual
and group settings in both withdrawal and in
class environments was used.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Staffing allocation 0.85 FTE A staffing allocation of was used to provide
time for team leaders to mentor and support
teachers to develop and grow their pedagogy.
Teachers observed, demonstrated and team
taught with their team leaders. The time also
provided opportunities for staff members to
observe and work with other staff members
across the school. Staff used QTSS time to
develop and review PDPs and embed whole
school and specific project initiatives into
classrooms.

Socio–economic background Flexible Funding $117, 692 98% of the students at Lakemba Public
School come from backgrounds other than
English. The funding was used to employ
SLSOs to support students in classrooms.
They also facilitated small groups in
conjunction with the Learning and Support
Teacher (LaST).

Support for beginning teachers $49 686 During 2018 beginning teachers were
supported with the provision of extra weekly
Release from Face to Face (RFF) time which
was built in to the regular timetable.

Beginning teachers and early career teachers
were provided with additional time to prepare
for parent teacher interviews as well as time
with their mentors to prepare and complete
formal students reports in Semester 1 and 2.
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Support for beginning teachers $49 686
Where appropriate Beginning Teacher
funding was used to release the teacher and
a mentor to attend professional learning off
site to support the School Plan and personal
goals identified in individual Personal
Development Plans (PDP).

All beginning teachers had access to whole
school professional learning. They were
engaged in classroom observations, data
conversations, goal setting and collaborative
planning opportunities.

Mentors were also provided with time to
prepare and work with beginning teachers.

Beginning teachers were also given additional
release to support them to write Semester
reports

Targeted student support for
refugees and new arrivals

Refugee Funding $19 539 A teacher was employed for one day a week
to work with refugee students across the
school. The students came together in groups
took part in activities that supported their
social and emotional development.

During Term 2 the NSW Service for the
Treatment and Rehabilitation of Torture and
Trauma Survivors (STARTTS) conducted a
program with the Stage 2 and 3 students.

Flexible Wellbeing Funding $ 38 130 Flexible Wellbeing funding was used to
employ a Speech Therapist who worked
across the school two to three days a week
throughout the year. The therapist worked
with students to develop their language and
vocabulary. The therapist also worked with
teachers to develop their understanding and
skills to support students in their classrooms.
Ten percent of students were seen in small
groups. The therapist worked in fifty percent
of classrooms.

Socio–economic funding was used to
supplement the cost of the Speech Therapist.

Beginning School Well Funding $7 000 A successful application to support Rohingya
students, a significant group in the Lakemba
community, enabled two teachers and two
language specific SLSO's to be trained in
strategies specific to refugee students
transition effectively into school.

The Beginning School Well transition to
school program operated for five weeks in
Term 3 prior to the formal Kindergarten
transition program in Term 4. As well as
supporting children and their families during
this time, the SLSOs were employed to
support these students in the regular
Kindergarten transition program and for two
hours a day during the first few weeks of
students formal enrolment at Lakemba Public
School in 2019.

New Arrivals (NAP) Funding $14 718 Students who are newly arrived in Australia
are eligible for funding to support their
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New Arrivals (NAP) Funding $14 718 language acquisition and development. A
teacher was employed to work in small
groups to provide intensive support for the
acquisition and development of language so
that the students are able to participate in
learning with their peers in mainstream
classrooms.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 259 267 268 262

Girls 233 243 227 220

The school, following consultation with the community,
used equity funds to employ an additional teacher. The
additional teacher allowed the Stage 3 classes to have
approximately twenty five students rather than thirty or
more.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 91.6 93.3 94.1 93.1

1 91 93 90.2 91.1

2 91.9 92.6 90.7 91.8

3 91.7 94.4 93 93.2

4 92.6 90.5 91.8 92

5 94 93 91.6 93.6

6 92.9 93.5 92.4 93.1

All Years 92.2 92.9 91.9 92.6

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Lakemba Public School is proactive in managing
student attendance. All students' attendance is
monitored fortnightly. Classroom teachers contact their
students' parents if they are absent and arrange
meetings with families whose children exhibit regular
absences and / or identifiable patterns of absence.
Parents are also contacted in regard to their child's
regular lateness.

In 2018 an aspiring leader monitored student
attendance regularly. Twice a term parents received
formal letters about their child's unexplained absences.
Interviews were arranged and referrals were made to
the HSLO. Partial attendance was addressed in the
same manner. The teacher monitoring attendance
reviewed Lakemba Public School's procedures and
processes, developed explanatory flow charts and
provided professional learning for all staff.

Regular meetings between the teacher responsible for
monitoring attendance and the Home School Liaison
Officer (HSLO) focus on identifying students whose
attendance rate falls below 85%. In these instances,
meetings with parents and carers are arranged to
discuss strategies and formulate plans to improve
student attendance.

Students with outstanding levels of attendance are
recognised twice a term and rewarded as part of the
school's Student Wellbeing System.

Lakemba Public School's attendance data is impacted
by the large number of students who travel overseas for
extended periods of time during the school year. Under
the Department of Education's 2015 Attendance Policy
Extended Leave – Travel arrangements. parents are
required to notify the school and complete the
necessary documentation. At Lakemba Public School
all families applying for Extended Leave – Travel
arrangements must provide a travel itinerary including
return tickets. They must also attend an interview with
the Principal who explains the legislation that requires
compulsory attendance of students except in the case
of illness. The educational impact of lengthy absences
is also bought to the attention of the parents. Ninety five
percent of Lakemba families who travel overseas fulfil
these requirements.
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 18.49

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.4

Teacher Librarian 1

Teacher ESL 3.8

School Counsellor 0.6

School Administration and Support
Staff

2.78

Other Positions 1

*Full Time Equivalent

The Australian Education Regulation, 2014 requires
schools to report on Aboriginal composition of their
workforce. At the time of writing this report, Lakemba
Public School has no indigenous staff members
working in the school.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

During 2018 all staff members participated in
mandatory training including CPR and face to face
anaphylaxis, code of conduct and Child Protection.

As well as mandatory training Lakemba's teachers and
specialist staff participated in a range of professional
learning activities throughout 2018. Targets in the
School Plan were identified and supported through
organised professional learning opportunities. Improved
student outcomes and teacher practice were prioritised
when organising and delivering professional learning.

Lakemba's teachers and specialist staff participated in
a range of professional learning activities throughout
2018. Targets in the School Plan were identified and

supported through organised professional learning
opportunities. Improved student outcomes and teacher
practice were prioritised when organising and delivering
professional learning.

The introduction of the Literacy and Numeracy
Progressions was a focus of professional learning early
in 2018 as teachers spent time engaging with and
developing their understanding of the documents and
how they could be used most effectively to support
them in developing their teaching and learning
programs to effectively and positively impact student
outcomes.

The establishment of the new School Plan and its
embedding into the pedagogy of the school was also a
focus. Strategic Direction teams were formed to plan
and monitor the implementation of the planned projects.

Team Leaders worked with their teams to ensure that
all aspects of the plan were understood and embedded
in pedagogy. Strategic Direction teams were formed
and time allocated for the teams to meet, plan and
reflect on their progress and the next steps they need
to take.

The continuation of the Language Learning, Literacy
(L3) program in K– 2 was supported by the training of
three Early Stage 1 teachers and four Stage 1
teachers. The program involved a combination of face
to face training, school visits and peer observations.

In preparation for the teaching of the 2017 Science and
Technology syllabus in 2019 staff were given the
opportunity to familiarise themselves through
workshops facilitated by Curriculum Advisors and their
peers who attended professional learning session in a
Department of Education Environment Centre.

Staff wellbeing was the focus of three professional
learning sessions. On two occasions Dr Adam Fraser
spent considerable time with staff to develop their
understanding of their own wellbeing and how to
ensure they flourish in their personal and professional
lives. A session on time management by Kate Cristie
from TImestylers also provided information and time for
staff to reflect on their personal and professional lives.

For the third consecutive year the PLAY Community of
Schools organised and took part in the highly
successful differentiated teacher professional learning.
Four local primary schools and two high schools
combined to offer more than twenty workshops across
one week in Term 3. The workshops were prepared
and delivered by teachers for their colleagues. Many of
the workshops led to further sharing of teachers'
expertise and passion through organised inter school
visits and observations of practice. The positive
feedback from the workshops ensures that this model
of professional learning will be considered in 2019.

Lakemba Public School staff combined with the staff
from Belmore South Public School and undertook
training to ensure that their scope and sequences,
timetables and programs were compliant. The Team
Leaders completed further training to enable them to
lead their team in the formation of their timetables and
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teaching and learning programs.

The Department of Education's Finance and Human
Resource systems underwent major changes during
the year. This required many hours of face to face and
online training for the School Administration Manager
(SAM), the School Administration Officer (SAO) and the
Principal. Lakemba Public School is proud of the
commitment, resilience and dedication of its office staff
who accepted the challenges of working with the new
system and instituted new processes and procedures to
ensure compliance.

Lakemba Public Schools supported fifteen teachers to
maintain their accreditation at Proficient level during
2018. Seven teachers completed and submitted their
accreditation documentation and were accredited at
Proficient. There are currently six teachers working
towards attaining accreditation at Proficient.

In 2018 all teachers who had been employed prior to
2014 were accredited at proficient and entered their five
year maintenance period.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 1,273,622

Revenue 5,246,425

Appropriation 4,913,464

Sale of Goods and Services 20,984

Grants and Contributions 299,754

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 275

Investment Income 11,949

Expenses -4,842,462

Recurrent Expenses -4,865,194

Employee Related -4,446,073

Operating Expenses -419,121

Capital Expenses 22,733

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 22,733

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

403,964

Balance Carried Forward 1,677,585

At Lakemba Public School the Principal is accountable
for the management of the school's finances. The
School Administrative Manager (SAM) undertake the
day to day work in school accounting. The Department
of Education Finance in Schools Handbook guides all
finance decisions and processes. When appropriate
budgeting discussions and decisions take place at
community, leadership or whole school meetings.

Stage teams, through their Team Leaders, and
Strategic Direction teams are able to request the
purchase of resources, including Professional Learning.
At the conclusion of 2018 there was a surplus of funds
recorded. This is the result of the non completion of
projects, such as the additional fencing on the
driveway, lighting and planned air conditioning. The
expenditure on these and other resources will be
evident in the 2019 expenditure.

In 2019 Lakemba Public School plans to again employ
an additional teacher to support students' Literacy and
Numeracy learning. Funds will also be used to employ
an Instructional Leader Performance and Development
to concentrate on and support teachers; ongoing
learning and growth. Additional projects including the
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establishment of a dedicated outdoor classroom and
the maintenance and improvement of school grounds
planned for 2019.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 3,320,304

Base Per Capita 95,718

Base Location 0

Other Base 3,224,586

Equity Total 773,002

Equity Aboriginal 0

Equity Socio economic 117,692

Equity Language 438,529

Equity Disability 216,781

Targeted Total 156,409

Other Total 454,351

Grand Total 4,704,067

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy
assessments are reported on a scale from Band 1 to
Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing
levels of skills and understandings demonstrated in
these assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and

are discouraged during these transition years.

Following are the school results in NAPLAN – Literacy.
This includes results in Reading, Writing, Spelling and
Grammar and Punctuation.
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Following are the school results in NAPLAN –
Numeracy.

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national Literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to htttp://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
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data.

Over the last three years the number of students in the
top two bands in Numeracy, particularly in Year 3 has
increased. Year 3 students have continued to perform
well in Grammar and Punctuation. Additional teachers
and SLSOs have been employed to work with students
in all areas of Literacy and Numeracy.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year the school is required to seek the opinions of
parents, students and teachers about the school.
Lakemba Public School uses the Tell Them From Me
survey as one measure of these opinions. Some of the
key findings are reported below.

Students in Years 4, 5 and 6were surveyed twice
during the 2018. Some key findings included:

– 95% believe that school is useful and will have a
strong bearing on their future.

– 87% report that they try hard to succeed I their
learning.

– 84% feel that classroom instruction is well organized,
has a clear purpose with immediate feedback to help
them learn.

– 83% report positive teacher – student relations.

– 86% believe that the school staff emphasis academic
skills and hold high expectations for all students to
succeed.

Teachers were surveyed in Term 3. In the four
dimensions of classroom and school practices –
challenging and visible goals, planned learning
opportunities, quality feedback and support for students
to overcome obstacles – Lakemba Public School rated
at or above the NSW Government Norm.

– 75% agree than school leaders have assisted them to
establish challenging and visible learning goals for
students.

– 97% agree that school leaders are leading
improvement and change.

– 85% strongly agree that their involvement in
professional learning has led to changes in their
teaching and practices of learners in their classroom.

– 92% agree that the strategic vision and values for the
school are clearly communicated.

Parents were invited to provide feedback to the school
in Term 3. In all areas addressed in the survey –
parents feel welcome, inclusive school, safety at
school, school supports positive behaviour, school
support learning, parents support learning at home,
parents are informed – Lakemba Public School rated at
or above the NSW Government Norm.

– 75% felt welcome at the school. They attended
meetings and spoke to the teacher. Eighty–two percent
of the parents were involved in school committees.
Lakemba parents were ten percent higher than the
NSW Government norm in their response to our school
being inclusive.

– 83% of parents indicated that they expected their
child to go to university.

– 30% of parents assist or have assisted in the
classroom.

– 52% felt that school reports were a useful form of
communication.

– 68% parents felt the school newsletter was a very
useful way to communicate school news.

– 50% indicated that events during school hours was
the most suitable and would like assistance to help their
child with reading and maths.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

In 2018 there were no students enrolled at Lakemba
Public School who identified as being of Aboriginal
and/or Torres Strait Islander descent.

The school recognises Aboriginal and /or Torres Strait
Islander peoples as the traditional custodians of the
land we live, learn and play on and ensures that
significant events such as National Sorry Day,
Reconciliation Week and NAIDOC Week are
recognised in whole school and classroom programs.
The school contributed to the annual Koori Art
Exhibition.

All classrooms in the school have been assigned an
Australian animal and plant totem. At the beginning of
every year outgoing classes share information about
their totems with incoming teachers and students. All
plant totems are growing in either the school's Bush
Tucker Garden or general garden.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

More than 98% of students at Lakemba Public School
are from non–English speaking backgrounds. The main
language groups at the school are Urdu (23%), Arabic
(22%) and Bengali (19%). The school has a growing
Rohyinga (8%) and Indonesian (5%) enrolment. One
eighth of the students enrolled in the school are
refugees. Twenty two percent of Lakemba's students
have been enrolled in an Australian school for less than
one year. Another thirty two percent have been enrolled
in an Australian for between one and three years.

Lakemba Public School has an English as an Additional
Language or Dialect (EAL/D) allocation of 3.8FTE
teachers. The school used RAM Equity funding to
employ an additional 0.2FTE so that each Stage was
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supported by a full time specifically trained EAL/D
teacher. These teachers supported students and
teachers in classrooms as well as withdrawing students
that they assessed as being in the early stages of the
EAL/D Learning Progressions.

As a result of a number of applications for Newly
Arrived Student support throughout the year, funding
enabled the school to employ an additional EAL/D
teacher to specifically support students who are newly
arrived in Australia.

The Refugee RAM Equity funding was used to employ
a teacher one day a week to support refugee students
in the school. The focus of the Refugee program was
wellbeing and social and emotional learning. In
partnership with the NSW Service for the Treatment
and Rehabilitation of Torture and Trauma Survivors
(STARTTS) the teacher facilitated a course for
students.

To support the refugee students, the school funded
extra curricula activities which included a visit to the
movies, a trip to the city and a picnic day in the local
park.

Lakemba Pubic School's EAL/D team maintain a strong
connection with the local EAL/D networks. They attend
regular EAL/D network and Refugee Network meetings.
The team also attended the STARS Refugee training
and implemented strategies learnt/gained in the school.

The Lakemba Public School community is supported by
a full time Arabic Community Language teacher. The
teacher supports the native Arabic speaking students to
maintain their home language by working with Stage
teams to ensure that his programs are aligned with
classroom programs. In Semester 2 the teachers
implemented Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) activities with Stage 2 and 3
classes. The teacher also worked in classrooms to
support Arabic speaking classrooms.

Lakemba Public School's trained Anti–Racism Contact
Officer (ARCO) investigated, supported and counseled
students who had experienced any reported acts of
racism.

Other school programs

School as a Community Centre

The School as a Community Centre program is based
in grounds of Lakemba Public School. It is part of the
NSW Government's commitment to the early years of a
child and family's life and to ensuring equity for all
children in access to quality early childhood
experiences and support.

The Centre is open to all families with young children in
the area and provides a welcoming space and a range
of free activities. It aims to particularly engage those
children whose families are not able to access formal
early childhood education or preschool

A typical experience for a family is that they may first

access one of the playgroups which run in the Centre.
This provides an outlet for the parent caring for the
children as well as the opportunity for new experiences
for the children. Families connect with each other, the
school and broader community which enhances their
sense of belonging in the area and the opportunity to
share ideas. If necessary, referrals can be made for
family support or child development issues to our
partner agencies.

Many parents go onto join other programs run in the
Centre such as parenting programs, adult education or
specific child focused programs such as our Transition
to School groups. In this way, family and community
relationships are supported and children achieve better
outcomes when they start school.

Every year more than 200 families regularly utilise the
Centre and many more do so occasionally. In 2018 we
had three specific programs for our Rohingya refugee
families which were well attended and enjoyed – a sign
that our open door policy is effective in engaging more
vulnerable members of the community.

Combined Public Schools Music Festival

The Combined Public Schools Music Festival(CPSMF)
is a local music festival that is held in Term 3 each
year. The Festival provides an opportunity for local
schools to perform for an authentic audience of parents
and staff from local schools. In 2018 Lakemba was one
of seventeen schools that performed in one of three
concerts. For the first time Lakemba was proudly
represented by a Stage 1 dance group. Our senior
choir, junior and senior dance groups and drummers
thoroughly enjoyed showcasing their talent and skills in
front of family and friends.

Kids 4 the Planet

In 2018 Lakemba Public School organised and hosted
the Kids 4 the Planet (K4P) day. Stage 3 students from
Lakemba, Belmore South, Hampden Park, Birrong and
Chullora Public Schools competed in both prepared
and impromptu speeches, drama, visual arts and movie
presentations based on the World Environment Day
theme of Beat Plastic Pollution. A representative from
the Sutherland Shire Environment Centre organised the
resource package and sponsorship of the day. A
representative from Canterbury Bankstown Council and
Belmore Boys High School acted as judges on the day.
Prizes were donated by Bunnings and Paddy Pallin.

OzHarvest FEAST Program

In 2018 students in Stage 3 at Lakemba Public School
were involved in OzHarvest's Food Education and
Sustainability Training (FEAST) program. The aim of
the 10 week program was to introduce students to the
issue of food waste and teach them how organisations
such as OzHarvest rescue food and help fight food
waste. Students learnt about the benefits of healthy
eating, food waste prevention and building a
sustainable future. Our Stage 3 students investigated
why food waste is an issue in Australia and other parts
of the world by researching what food waste is and
identifying different ways to prepare and cook food
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using food that would otherwise be wasted. Students
also explored various ways of preparing and selecting
ingredients from different food groups and designed
new recipe ideas to educate others about healthy
eating and preventing food waste. These were
compiled into the Lakemba Public School Cookbook
which was presented by students to their peers and the
community at the end of Term 2.

Potato Hill Gallery

Potato Hill Gallery is Lakemba Public School's biannual
art exhibition. The theme for 2018 was Sustainability.
Every student had an artwork displayed either in a
group or individual capacity. To support and fuel
teachers' creativity a workshop with Reverse Garbage
was arranged. The exhibition included work by the
community, staff and parents. A highlight of the event is
creation of a community artwork that is later displayed
in the school's Community Gallery. Potato Hill Gallery is
a very exciting, encouraging and uniting event for our
community.

Year 6 Leadership Teams

At Lakemba Public School Year 6 students are
provided with the opportunity to actively participate in
the decision–making process at our school. Students
are encouraged to take on leadership roles to increase
their own leadership skills, act as effective role models
for the student body and offer responsible service to
their school and peers. At the beginning of the Year our
Year 6 students participated in a leadership training
session and formed eight different leadership teams
that they would organise and lead throughout the year.
The 2018 Leadership Teams included Journalism,
Safety, Environment, Creativity, Cultural, Values and
Wellbeing. The teams met regularly to develop plans,
projects and activities to engage and support the school
and their peers. At the end of each term, the teams
reflected on their projects and presented their
achievements and future goals to Year 5 and 6
students. Some of the projects included organising
playground activities for students, reporting to the
community about significant school events through the
school newsletter and Twitter and contributing to
ensuring that our physical environment was welcoming.

Extra Curricula Community Events

In the first semester Stage 1 teachers organised and
hosted an afternoon to showcase the Literature, L and
L (L3) learning that takes place in their classrooms
every day. Supported by their colleagues across all
Stages of the school they engaged and carers in
literacy activities that are used to develop their
student's language skills. Feedback from the
community was very positive.

During Term 4 parents and carers of students in Stage
2 and 3 were invited to participate in an after school
Healthy Lifestyles afternoon. Staff organised and ran
activities such as rob the nest, gymnastics and soccer
as a means of showcasing healthy ways of living and
encouraging families to engage in easy, fun and
worthwhile activities to support and build the physical
domain of their wellbeing. The afternoon was supported

by local sporting groups such the Western Sydney
Wanderers.

Infrastructure Improvement

At the end of Term 1 after much planning, the visual
environment of the school was enhanced enormously
by the installation of synthetic grass on the large
playground area adjacent to the entrance to the school
on Alice Street South. Students and their families have
enjoyed the new green space. In conjunction with the
playground upgrade the fence surrounding the new
synthetic grass area was replaced.

Over the coming year the school plans to replace the
driveway gates with automatic gates and the fence that
divides the playground from the school driveway with a
taller and more secure structure. Both of these will
increase the safety and security of the school.

Transition to High School

During Term 4 the Year 6 students from Lakemba,
Belmore South, Belmore North and Hampden Park
gathered as a group to spend time with others going to
the same High School as them. They shared ideas and
questions while they gained insight into High School.
Nearly two hundred children worked in High School
groups that were facilitated by teachers and students
from Wiley Park Girls, Belmore Boys and Punchbowl
Boys High Schools. The Year 6 students reported that
they had made connections with other students, had
many of their questions answered and felt more
comfortable about their progress into High School.

Debating

Lakemba Public School participates in Holroyd
Granville and Strathfield School Education Areas
Debating Program. It is a developmental program that
provides students in Stage 3 with the opportunity to
discuss current issues through informal discussion and
in the context of formal debate. It is a platform for
students to argue points of view from the perspective of
agreement or disagreement where they are judged in
three categories: manner, matter and method. Two
teachers facilitated the group and acted as adjudicators
for other schools during the competition. Our debating
team grew in confidence and skill during the
competition.

Public Speaking

Students from K–6 were given the opportunity to
prepare and present a speech to their class mates on a
topic of interest during Term 2. One student from each
class then proceeded to compete in our in–school
public speaking competition finals. The winner of each
Stage continued on to represent Lakemba Public
School in the Beverly Hills Network Public Speaking
Competition.
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